
Upper School – Spring 2 Homework 
Expectation: Complete a minimum of 6 tasks per half term from at least three different subjects.  
Please bring in the completed activities and/or take a photo of the completed activities to share with the class.  

 1 merit 2 merits 3 merits 4 merits 5 merits 

English 

Draw and label your favourite 
character from a book. 

Read a short story online and 
summarise it in 10 bullet 
points. 

Write an acrostic poem about 
your favourite subject: 
English is great. 
No subject is better! 
Great books and stories to read. 

Write a story that takes place 
on a warm, sunny day. The 
title is ‘Spring in the Fields’. 

Write a story that takes place 
on a warm, sunny day. The 
title is ‘Mystery in the 
Meadow!’ 

Maths 

Draw and label a picture of your 
family members in height order, 
tallest person first. You can 
include your animals and 
estimate the difference between 
the tallest and shortest 
person/animal. 
 

Play a board game that uses a 

dice with family members. 

Draw a picture using just 2D 

shapes. List the 2D shapes used 

and how many times you used 

them. 

Add together the total time 
(in minutes) of your exercise 
during the week, convert the 
minutes into hours: 
i.e. Monday – 20 minutes 
Tuesday – 5 minutes …………. 

Research the cost of 
ingredients for your favourite 
meal and add them together. 
Write the list and cost of each 
item with the total. 
Show how you would pay for 
these items using the correct 
money. 

Science 

Design a logo to stop people 
wasting energy, like this one to 
stop people dropping litter.   

Create an acrostic poem for 
one of the renewable energy 
sources (wind, solar, tidal, 
wave hydroelectric, biomass 
and geothermal). 

Reduce the amount of energy 
you use for one day. Write 
down all the things you did and 
show them to your teacher. 

Create a poster to show 
people what they can do to 
stop wasting electrity and 
energy. Hand the poster to 
your teacher.  

Write a letter to the council to 
persude them to install solar 
panels on the roof of our new 
school building. Hand the 
letter to your teacher. 

RSE 

Dangers of Vaping: 
Do some online research and 
write out 5 dangers of vaping. 
This is a good website for 
information: 
https://www.cdc.gov/tobacco/ba
sic_information/e-
cigarettes/Quick-Facts-on-the-
Risks-of-E-cigarettes-for-Kids-
Teens-and-Young-Adults.html 
 

Role Models:  
Who is your role model?  
Why are they a positive role 
model for you?  
Can you be a positive role 
model for your friends and 
how?  

Managing peer influences: 
Write out a situation where a 
group of young people are 
being peer pressured into 
smoking or using a vape. What 
strategies can you offer to 
manage peer pressure?  

Emotional wellbeing: 
Discuss with a friend or family 
member what effect covid has 
had on you both. For example 
maybe it has made you more 
anxious about going out? 
Write out some notes to 
share with me. 

Being a responsible adult:  
You are going to college in 
September! Write a plan on 
how you are going to be a 
responsible adult. This can 
include what you need to pack 
for college, the journey there, 
how you will keep safe at 
college, and how you can 
avoid difficult situations like 
getting into fights, or being 
influenced to smoke or drink 
alcohol.  
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PE 

To name a local sports 
club/activity that you would be 
interested in joining. 

Complete a walk in a local 

park and get a photo. 

To make a poster based upon a 
sport in the winter olympics. 
The poster must include at least 
3 rules of the sport and a 
picture (drawn or from the 
computer). 

Complete 30 minutes of 

exercise and get photo 

evidence. 

To join a local sports 
club/attend a sporting activity 
in the community. 

Other 

Photography 
Flowers are blooming and colour 
is popping all around us in 
nature.  Please submit a colourful 
photograph of flowers in nature.  
Think of interesting angles, and if 
you can get close, then get closer, 
filling in the frame.  

Art 
As Spring is in the air, you are 
required to create an artwork 
of your choice that symbolises 
Spring using only warm 
colours (red, orange and red). 

Food 
Do not break any of your house 

rules. Only cook what you are 

allowed to. Ask for supervision 

if you need it. 

Make lunch for yourself and/or 

your family. It could be a 

sandwich, noodles, soup or a 

larger meal. 

Take a photograph of the 

finished dish. 

 

Life skills 
Write a summary of a trip you 
want to take with your family. 
Include: name, cost, reasons 
you should go! 
 

Music 
Write a rap about Carew!  
 
Hand your lyrics to Mr Gesla or 
your tutor. 


